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Abstract

In modern datacenters, variability of network load and performance tipically leads to unpredictable application performance for

the many tenants sharing the hardware. To overcome this problem, Cloud providers should supply network guarantees as part of

their Quality of Service (QoS) offer to the customers. This paper focuses on providing QoS guarantees for the network bandwidth.

Starting form a Service Level Agreement (SLA) specification we model an admission control test and adopt an endpoint-only

solution for the provider, enforcing bandwidth guarantees through the Linux Traffic Control (TC) technology. Experiments are

reported to show the effectiveness of Linux TC in the proposed approach.
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1. Introduction

Cloud Computing is nowadays one of the most popular computational paradigms, the primary goal of which

consists in providing the common three main layer of service provisioning: the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS),

the Platform as a Service (PaaS) and the Software as a Service (SaaS). The ultimate definition of Everything-as-

a-Service (XaaS)1 coined for Cloud Computing emphasizes the primary role of services as the foundation of this

computational paradigm2. Cloud Computing implies adopting the paradigm of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA),

the design methodology that relies on the publish/find/bind pattern, where services are the smallest software bricks

of distributed applications. Services must obey to certain well-known interrelated design principles3. They must be

highly-abstracted and loosely coupled, as well as flexible and autonomous, in order for them to be easily composable,

reusable, and for allowing creation of added value and distributed computation from existing parts.

As customers rely on Cloud providers that supply their computing needs to meet production objectives4, services

cannot be solely delivered on a best-effort basis. Instead, Cloud providers must support specific Quality of Service
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(QoS)5,6 requirements coming from customers, and enforce them in spite of unforeseen events, notably including

unwanted interaction between different customers’ applications caused by contention for hardware resources. Cloud

providers need to define and provide measurable QoS metrics and corresponding QoS guarantees to their customer,

that are negotiated per application and consolidated into Service Level Agreements (SLAs)7. To satisfy the QoS

requirements of all active SLAs, Cloud providers have to address two related aspects of the problem: on the one

hand they have to promote QoS-based resource allocation mechanisms differentiating service requests based on their

utility and on the other hand they must provide resource management mechanisms that can actually enforce the QoS

guarantees offered to customers.

QoS guarantees related to time-sensitive applications, that may be inherently (soft) real-time, are especially im-

portant. As an example, in the case of core services, the deadline miss of a single service typically affects the overall

system performance. Other services, like retrieving components’ status or log information, may have more relaxed

timing constraints. For these reasons, it becomes of paramount importance to provide a flexible and robust infrastruc-

ture for supporting QoS at all levels in the system. The underlying infrastructure must be flexible, allowing dynamic

configuration of the QoS parameters, as well as be robust and tolerant to faulty components, so that if a service starts

to misbehave it won’t affect the QoS of other services concurrently delivered.

Our work focuses on the problem of guaranteeing a certain network bandwidth to services delivered by generic

Service Oriented Infrastructures (SOIs), including Cloud services. In particular, this work addresses the problem of

providing mutually-safe network QoS guarantees to distinct services by leveraging Linux TC (Linux Traffic Con-

trol)8, a technology that has a wide range of applicability and is available in common Linux distributions. The main

contribution of this paper includes:

• experimental evaluation of the performance of Linux TC in enforcing network bandwidth allocations, for sup-

porting QoS guarantees offered by providers through SLAs during service provisioning;

• definition of quantifiable SLA parameters for supporting the allocation of different network bandwidth shares

among different tenants;

• design and development of a resource management technique, based on admission control, for allocating net-

work bandwidth shares to tenants and allowing to respect the QoS guarantees expressed in the SLA.

In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 discusses a QoS architecture that can constitute a possible framework for

including the capability of providing network bandwidth guarantees. Section 3 focuses on describing the proposed

approach for guaranteeing a certain network bandwidth during service provisioning. In Section 4 some experiments

are performed for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach. The related work is analyzed in Section 5

and Section 6 draws conclusions.

2. Reference Architecture

For our work we consider a QoS architecture9 well-suited for providing QoS guarantees, including the network

bandwidth ones we focus on. Such architecture is introduced to ease the presentation of this work, however we believe

the proposed approach can be easily adopted in other architectures. At a glance, such architecture enables applications

to negotiate QoS parameters related to services and it also guarantees such parameters during service provisioning.

The architecture, as depicted in Figure 1, is organized on two different layers: the QoS Negotiation Layer, in which

the QoS parameters are negotiated, and the QoS Provisioning Layer, which takes care of providing services while

respecting negotiated guarantees.

In the QoS Negotiation Layer, SLAs are negotiated according to the WS-Agreement model7, but in principle any

other SLA framework can be used. Agreements are generated by interactions between providers and customers, in

which the Agreement Templates are used by customers to generate proposals. The proposal, containing the desired

QoS parameters, is inspected by the provider, which decides whether to accept or reject it. If the proposal is accepted

an Agreement is created and notified to the requester. Otherwise, the Agreement is rejected and the service is not

started. This layer performs admission control (i.e. the test of Eq. 2 as described in Section 3.2) to verify if the QoS

requested can be guaranteed. In such case, the resources are reserved for the corresponding services.

The QoS Provisioning Layer actually provides services characterized by the QoS guarantees defined in the negotia-

tion phase. The Cloud Manager component is responsible of receiving and handling service requests. In a Cloud, this
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Fig. 1. Reference QoS Architecture.

<wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm

wsag:Name="server_parameters"

wsag:ServiceName="httpd">

<qos:ServerParams xmlns:qos="schemas.webqos">

<qos:NetMinBandwidth

unit="Mbps"> 19 </qos:NetMinBandwidth>

<qos:NetMaxBandwidth

unit="Mbps"> 19 </qos:NetMaxBandwidth>

</qos:ServerParams>

</wsag:ServiceDescriptionTerm>

Fig. 2. XML Agreement fragment for negotiating bandwidth allocations.

role can be covered by an IaaS Cloud manager as OpenNebula10. Services are provided by means of a general purpose

Operating System (GPOS) enhanced with real-time features to enforce QoS guarantees. Moreover, such OS must also

provide virtualization capabilities for allowing customers to run their own VMs. Obviously, the virtualization layer

adds complexity to the QoS management. Our previous work11,12 shows that real-time scheduling techniques applied

to the Linux scheduler allow to cope with some of the overhead and unpredictabilities experienced when executing

multiple VMs on the same host. In particular, our approach is well suited for Type-2 hypervisors (e.g., KVM13)

as they run on top of an unmodified host OS and thus existing tools and kernel modules can be reused without any

modification.

3. Approach

The negotiation and the management of network QoS parameters are made of a few steps. Each client can negotiate

certain network QoS parameters by sending contract proposal, as described in Section 3.1. The provider evaluates

such parameters and performs the admission control test formalized in Section 3.2 to decide whether to accept or

reject the proposal. Finally, the enforcement of the negotiated network parameters is detailed in Section 3.3.

3.1. SLA Specification

Customers can negotiate the network bandwidth QoS parameters by exploiting the agreement templates defined by

providers. The QoS parameters defined in this work are NetMinBandwidth and NetMaxBandwidth.

• NetMinBandwidth. This parameter represents the minimum guaranteed network bandwidth allocated to a

client. This is the bandwidth that has to be always guaranteed for the communications involving the provider

and the customer.

• NetMaxBandwidth. This parameter represents the maximum network bandwidth that can be allocated to a

client. If the provider has some unallocated bandwidth capacity, it could be assigned to a client up to reach this

limit in the total amount of the reservation.
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Customers can specify their required network QoS level by storing the corresponding parameters in an agreement

proposal. An example can be found in the XML fragment of Figure 2, in which the client requests a guaranteed

network bandwidth of 19Mbps. We will use 1Mb for meaning 106bit and 1Mib (mebibit) for meaning 220bit and thus

reflecting the typical storage unit convention.

3.2. Admission Control

The provider performs admission control to decide whether to accept or reject a request of network bandwidth

allocation. Such test can be formalized by introducing the following notation. Let Beth be the maximum bandwidth of

the provider network interface(s). The provider will be configured to assign a fraction of Beth to the traffic directed to

customers using the QoS framework. We will use the term reserved network bandwidth utilization (denoted by Ures,

with Ures ≤ 1) to represent such a value. Instead, the unreserved bandwidth utilization is denoted by Uoth = (1−Ures).

Denoting C = {c1, c2, . . . cn} as the set of customers that have successful negotiated a network bandwidth reservation,

the provider keeps in memory the pairs {Umin
c ,U

max
c } with 1 ≤ c ≤ n. Instead, the network bandwidth utilization

currently allocated to the customer c is denoted with Uc. Such a value is computed according to the policy of the

provider. Eq. 1 shows an assignment that fairly distributes the spare bandwidth capacity.

Uc = min
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Umin

c +
Ures −∑n

i=1 Umin
i

n

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,Umax
c

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (1)

The minimum network bandwidth is requested through the parameter NetMinBandwidth, denoted by Br, thus

Ur = Br/Beth indicates the minimum network bandwidth utilization that has been requested. The maximum network

bandwidth is requested through the parameter NetMaxBandwidth, denoted by Bmax
r . Thus, the maximum network

bandwidth utilization requested is denoted by Umax
r = Bmax

r /B
eth. A request can be accepted iff the admission test of

Eq. 2 and the preliminary constraints Ur ≤ Umax
r ≤ Ures hold.

∑

c∈C
Umin

c + Ur ≤ Ures (2)

3.3. Bandwidth Enforcement

The allocation of network bandwidth can be managed through the consolidated Linux kernel module called Linux

TC. Such a module provides some mechanisms for rearranging traffic flows and scheduling packet transmissions,

by means of queuing disciplines, classes and filters. A queuing discipline (qdisc) is a scheduler that rearranges

packet queues and can contain classes. If such classes are terminal ones (leaf classes), they must contain also a qdisc

responsible to send data from that classes. A filter is an object that permits to classify packets in output queues. For

the purpose of our work, we will focus on the Hierarchy Token Bucket14 (HTB) qdisc. It requires to configure each

class with two parameters: rate, that is maximum rate a class and all its children are guaranteed; ceil, that is the

maximum rate at which a class can send, if its parent has bandwidth to spare (default value is equal to rate).

In the proposed approach, HTB is used both in the root qdisc and in the internal classes. In particular, a parent

class is created with parameters rate = ceil = Beth, allowing children classes to borrow spare bandwidth capacity

from it. Then, a leaf class is created and associated to each customer that has successfully negotiated a bandwidth

reservation. Such class is configured using the negotiated parameters, by specifying rate = Bn and ceil = Bmax
n . The

remaining traffic is managed by an additional leaf class configured with rate = Uoth ∗ Beth and ceil = rate. In this

way, unreserved traffic has a guaranteed bandwidth chosen by the system administrator and can be managed without

compromising existing guarantees. Traffic control management via dynamic creation and deletion of HTB classes

on network bandwidth reservations can be performed via user-space tools. Many of them are bundled with typical

Linux distributions. In particular, we consider tcng15 , which permits to write configuration scripts in a more flexible

and user-friendly way than the tc tool. In the architecture described in Section 2, the Cloud Manager component is

responsible for receiving information contained in the SLAs stipulated at the upper level and translate it for tcng. An

excerpt of a configuration script that can be generated by the Cloud Manager and consumed by tcng is illustrated

in Figure 3. It depicts a situation in which five network reservations are in place and all have been negotiated with

both the NetMinBandwidth and the NetMaxBandwidth, on a value equal to 19Mbps. Each network reservation
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htb () {

class (rate 100Mbps, ceil 100Mbps){

$rewww1=class(rate 19Mbps) {sfq;};

$rewww2=class(rate 19Mbps) {sfq;};

$rewww3=class(rate 19Mbps) {sfq;};

$rewww4=class(rate 19Mbps) {sfq;};

$rewww5=class(rate 19Mbps) {sfq;};

$other=class(rate 5Mbps, ceil 5Mbps){sfq;}}}

Fig. 3. tcng configuration for enforcing network bandwidth allocations

is characterized by a unique identifier.At the packet level, the traffic directed to a specific consumer is classified by

means of filters. As an example, in the configuration of Figure 3 such filter is based on the provider port used by

the client for requesting services. It is worth to notice that in the depicted situation, the system is configured with

Beth = 100Mbps, Ures = 0.95.

4. Experimental Analysis

This section describes some experiments performed for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed approach in

providing network QoS guarantees for concurrent service requests. In this section we indifferently refer to consumers

or tenants for indicating a generic software client. We specifically target private Clouds, where services are available

only for members of a small-medium sized organization, connected in a LAN. In particular, we consider two different

implementation of private Clouds, a generic SOA scenario and a virtualized one.

Our work focuses on analyzing the network traffic generated by hosts and it does not consider the impact of the

network itself on the QoS. However, this latter problem has been widely addressed in the past. For instance, in the case

of Switched Ethernet, network guarantees can be achieved by using the Flexible Time Triggered - Switched Ethernet

(FTT-SE) protocol16 and/or by enhancing switches with predictable scheduling capabilities17. Our work could be

complemented with one of these approaches when the network itself is the bottleneck from a QoS point-of-view.

4.1. SOA Scenario

For the sake of simplicity, this testbed consists of only two machines, a client and a server, connected by a switch

through 100Mbps Ethernet links. We create a multi-tenancy scenario by means of software but we believe that it

could be easily recreated by connecting more machines in a cluster. The server machine acts as provider and it is

featured by a 64bit Intel CPU running at 1.2GHz and has a GNU/Linux OS with a 2.6.28 kernel.The service requested

by tenants is a rotation image service, that given a certain resolution r and a rotation angle α, returns the rotated image

by sending it back through the network. The image to rotate is a gray-scale one (8bit per pixel), provided by means of

Ram-disks with different resolutions. To create a multi-tenancy scenario, the client machine creates (through the ab
- Apache Benchmarking tool) 5 consumer tasks, and each one connects to the provider by using a different port and

independently performs requests. The consumers request the service with parameters r = 512x512 and α = 20. The

rotated image, sent as response for each request, has a size of 419KiB.

We are interested in measuring the satisfaction perceived by customers and thus all the results are collected by

the client machine. In particular, we measured the transmission time of the service response by leveraging the report

functionality of the ab tool. For each request, ab reports the so-called wait and dtime values, being respectively

the time interval the consumer waits on the socket and the time interval that occurs between the request sending

and the last byte received. The transmission time tt of the service response has been measured as the difference

tt = dtime − wait.
We performed a set of experiments as described in the following. Each experiment has been repeated 20 times. For

the reader’s convenience the experimental configurations (explained throughout this section) have been summarized

in Table 1, where ’Y’ indicates the presence of a certain feature, ’N’ the absence and ’-’ the meaningless for that

configuration.
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Table 1. Experimental Configuration Resume

Traffic Overloaded Unreserv. Traffic Varying

Control Network Handling Rate

Experiment A N N - -

Experiment B N Y - -

Experiment C Y Y Y N

Experiment D Y Y N N

Experiment E Y Y Y Y
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Fig. 4. CDF of service transmission time (Experiment A)

Table 2. Service transmission times (ms) for Experiments A-D

min avg max std.dev

Experiment A 38 117.95 158 36.63

Experiment B 124 195.3 226 26.28

Experiment C 186 191.3 193 1.51

Experiment D 222 230.6 237 3.03

In Experiment A, the service is concurrently requested by 5 tasks and we measured the service transmission times.

The Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) C(x) = P{tt < x} of the service transmission times has been plotted in

Figure 4. It could be seen that there is a high variability in transmission times, mainly due to resource contentions in

the network queue of the service provider. Thus, very different transmission times of the image are experienced by

each consumer. Such variability can be also observed in the processing times of each request, due to the contention in

accessing the CPU. Such problem has already been addressed in a previous work9 by same authors and thus will not

be further discussed.

The behavior pointed out in Experiment A is emphasized when other tasks concurrently use the network, as re-

ported by the following Experiment B. In this case a bandwidth eager task was created for sending UDP packets of

size 12.5KB every 1ms, trying to saturate the available bandwidth of 100Mbps. The bandwidth eager task, illustrative

of a possible misbehavior inside the provider, was running while consumers requested the service as of the previous

experiment. The collected transmission times are greater than those reported in Experiment A, as can be seen by

comparing the first two columns of Table 2 (the 95% confidence values are always below the 2.2%). In particular,

adding the bandwidth eager task, the average transmission times increased by the 65%.

Experiment C consists in repeating the previous experiment when the service provider is configured by using the

traffic control script of Figure 3, which depicts a situation in which a bandwidth allocation of 19Mbps has been

assigned to each of the 5 consumers. It is worth to note that each consumer can negotiate a different bandwidth share
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the CDFs of service transmission times for overloaded network (Experiments B, C)

with respect to others and we have only chosen such configuration for the sake of simplicity. The results show a

substantial flattening of the transmission times in comparison with Experiment B, due to the drastic reduction in the

standard deviation of the transmission time (95% less). The flattening of the transmission times by using traffic control

can be appreciated in Figure 5, that shows CDFs of collected results: the label using-tc identifies transmission times

obtained with the traffic control activated, no-tc with traffic control deactivated.

The flattening of the service transmission time enhances the system with a certain degree of determinism and

allows each consumer to experience the same QoS level across various requests over time. By repeating Experiment

C without the bandwidth eager task, we obtained a mean value of 182ms vs 191.3ms and a standard deviation of

0.66ms vs 1.51ms. This suggests that the transmission times are not influenced by concurrent requests of other

tenants, but they are minimally affected by the bandwidth eager task. This points out some limitations of the Linux TC

packet scheduler in handling overloads and suggests the adoption of some precautions, e.g. redefining the unreserved
bandwidth utilization Uoth in a manner that Ures + Uoth � 1 (see Section 3.2). Indeed, by progressive lowering Uoth

such that Ures + Uoth ranges from 1 to 0.95 showed an improvement of up to 8ms in the mean transmission time.

Experiment D has been performed for pointing out a particular behavior of Linux TC. It consists of using the script

of Figure 3 without specifying the other class, assigned to unreserved traffic. In this way, Linux TC does not find

any matching rule for the UDP traffic, that is left out of control. The results, reported in the fourth column of Table 2,

show that transmission times of reserved traffic are always flat in comparison of those of Experiment B, but the mean

value is greater than the value of Experiment C, because the unreserved traffic is not shaped. Another experiment

(Experiment E) has been performed for verifying the precision of the HTB algorithm in allocating network bandwidth

for each class. By verifying such precision at different grain levels (1Mbps, 0.1Mbps, 0.01Mbps) we measured an

error up to 1.4% w.r.t. ideal values calculated by using the function f (bw) = S/bw, representing the transmission time

as a function of the bandwidth bw (with S = 419KiB be a constant equal to the rotated image size sent through the

network).

From this set of experiments we can extrapolate some lessons learned. First, the resource management component

can safely allocate network bandwidth shares at a minimum grain of 10Kbps per tenant, that we believe is sufficient

in most cases. Second, the enforcement mechanisms is quite strong and a misbehaving service cannot affect the band-

width allocation of other services. Third, to provide strong guarantees, the admission control test must be configured

with the bandwidth utilization Ures + Uoth < 1. In particular, we observed that the best trade-off was obtained with a

value Ures+Uoth = 0.95. By using such configuration, the NetMinBandwidth guarantee was provided with a minimal

error (1.3%) w.r.t. the ideal value.

4.2. Virtualized Scenario

By using the methodology already described in Section 4.1, we repeated experiments A, B, C in a different testbed.

In particular, we were interested to evaluate the capability of providing bandwidth guarantees when the service
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the CDFs of service transmission times for overloaded network in a virtualized scenario

provider software (server) is deployed on a VM. By leveraging the KVM hypervisor on Linux, we deployed the

VM to act as a server in a host equipped with a 3.20GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 16 GB of RAM. We assigned to the

VM the following resources: 2 CPU cores, 2 GB of RAM and a 100Mbps NIC. The service consumer software was

executed on another host (acting as a client) with a 2.53 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 112 GB of RAM. The hosts were

connected in a private LAN.

Qualitatively, we observed the same behavior of the previous experiments, that can be resumed as follows:

• the service transmission times are highly variable when there is no traffic control, especially when the bandwidth

eager task is in place;

• applying traffic control is effective, even inside a VM, for flattening the transmission times of the service re-

sponse (and this kind of determinism is not affected by a possible software misbehavior).

In Figure 6 we plot CDFs of collected results for overloaded network in a virtualized scenario: the label using-tc

identifies transmission times obtained with the traffic control activated, no-tc with traffic control deactivated.

If we compare the results of Figure 6 with its counterpart represented by Figure 5, we notice that not using traffic

control in a virtualized environment can increment the risk of providing low QoS levels. In fact, transmission times

grow up to seconds with a probability of the 31%, while they remained in the order of hundreds of ms in the non-

virtualized scenario. Instead, by leveraging traffic control inside a VM, we obtain a flattened transmission time,

ranging from 180ms to 192ms. It is interesting to note that we obtained very similar results in the non-virtualized

scenario, where the service transmission times range from 186ms to 193ms.

5. Related Work

In recent years there has been a growing interest in providing network bandwidth guarantees for Cloud Computing.

In fact, the capability of providing bandwidth guarantees may be appreciated by customers that want to run time-

sensitive (i.e., soft real-time) applications or just having lower bound predictions of application performances18. Some

approaches, like NetShare19 and Seawall20 ensure fair sharing of congested links (respectively in a per-tenant basis

and in a per-source basis) but they do not strictly guarantee a minimum bandwidth to each tenant.

Other approaches address instead the problem of providing bandwidth guarantees, as our work does. Among them,

Oktopus21 provides predictable bandwidth guarantees by addressing VM placement. This work uses a hose model to

represent the tenant’s bandwidth request but it only considers homogeneous request through VMs. The work by Zhu

et al. 22 extends the Oktopus model allowing static reservation for heterogeneous bandwidth requirements. However,

these works do not use any reclaiming mechanism for unused bandwidth reservations. Approaches like Gatekeeper23

and EyeQ 24 assume that the core of the network is congestion-free and they can provide bandwidth guarantee only

in that case. LaCurts et al. 25 propose to leverage historical data of bandwidth requirements to predict the future needs

of a tenant. However, they assume that an admission control mechanism and a method for enforcing guarantees at the
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host level already exist. SecondNet26 proposes a centralized allocation algorithm focused on allocating Virtual Data

Centers (an abstraction for resources allocation) on physical clusters. It provides a solution for VM-to-VM bandwidth

guarantees where tenants requests are depicted through a matrix contains the complete pairwise bandwidth between

VMs. FairCloud27 provides an allocation policy for bandwidth sharing and bandwidth guarantees for any VM on

the underlying physical network topology. FairCloud has the drawback of requiring expensive hardware support in

switches. For overcoming this issue, same authors have proposed ElasticSwitch28, a solution to provide minimum

bandwidth guarantees that can work with commodity unmodified switches. This solution can be implemented inside

hypervisors and it does not need any centralized external controller. ElasticSwitch provides minimum bandwidth

guarantees through dynamic reservations, by dynamically increasing the rate-limit when there is no congestion.

The latter approaches generally provide guarantees by proposing complete (and thus complex) solutions for build-

ing virtual networks between VMs belonging to one tenant. Instead, our work focuses on a single physical host for

enforcing bandwidth guarantees. It requires the co-location of VMs belonging to the same negotiated application but

it does not require the overhead of setting up additional virtual networks.

Our work leverages the traffic control mechanisms of Linux TC8 for allocating outgoing network bandwidth. We

are aware of one work29 in Cloud Computing that leverages Linux TC for network bandwidth reservations, however

it does not provide any extensive evaluation of the mechanism as we do. Linux TC embeds several packet scheduling

mechanism and thus it can be used in different contexts and for different purposes. As an example, the work by

Vila-Carbó et al. 30 analyzes the use of Linux TC for real-time transmission, while we focus on bandwidth reservation.

6. Conclusion

Cloud customers rely on providers to supply all of their computing needs. As a consequence providers’ services

are instrumented to support QoS requirements specified by customers using SLAs formal agreements. In this paper

we focused on network bandwidth guarantees, providing a SLA specification and modeling admission control tests.

We enforce such guarantees by leveraging Linux TC. To validate our approach, we conducted a set of experiments

showing the effectiveness of Linux TC in providing network bandwidth guarantees. In the future we plan to extend

this work in two main directions. On the one hand we will explore different resource allocation strategies; on the other

hand, we may extend this contribution by supporting an advanced reservation mechanism31. We plan to leverage

a simulator we developed32 for reproducing scenarios in which multiple independent providers are aggregated by

brokers33.
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